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Global Information Systems: Problems,
Solutions, and How to Manage Them
ABSTRACT: The rapid changes in Information Technology (ID have helped U.S. companies
grow into Multinational Corporations (MNCs) and have been the driving force in the building
and operation of global Information Systems (IS). Present training in the U.S. in Management
Information Systems (MIS) has focused on building the IS within the country. When MNCs
expand the IS globally, a whole series of new problems must be faced. These include different cultures, languages, currencies, laws, as well as the amount of money spent on IS and IT.
Different levels of competency are found in different countries and both IS and IT education
may vary greatly.
In order to solve these problems IS managers must begin to think globally, yet become more
aware of each local situation and be willing to accept a less than perfect solution. Top management of MNCs must be aware of the strain that is placed on the IS manager who has to
solve these problems while coping with the constantly changing IT and yet must build an IS
that will keep the company competitive.
Educational reform is needed to meet this challenge. Multinational corporations, rather than
domestic ones, should become the norm for all management studies. IS managers will tend
to be less technical but must then have help from both technical and legal assistants.
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INTRODUCTION
The majority of the world's large corporations are now engaged in international
business activities and many are earning a
good share of their profits from these
activities. Firms so engaged are forced to
find problem-solving techniques which are
unique to global business activities.
Information technology (IT) is playing an
increasingly significant role in the
worldwide marketplace. New technologies
have brought radical changes in organizations, and management must learn how to
handle the organizational anxieties which
this brings as well as how to use the proliferation of data effectively. Many businesses,
such as airlines and financial institutions,
rely on global information networks.
Curricula must be developed which address
the international dimensions of global information systems (IS) and, by association,
address the constantly changing IT upon
which the IS depend. Globalization and
advanced technology have a large impact on
the way global business is conducted and
will require changes in both management
and organizational thinking for success.
How new IT and IS are used in the global
marketplace may mark the future success or
failure of the global organization.
International business will be defined here
to include any business activity which

crosses national borders. In particular the
paper will deal with U.S. multinational

When that company moves into
the European area, management
now faces multilingual and
multicultural climates, many
different governments with
different regulations and
political systems. It also finds
different currencies, multiple
time zones, and many different
approaches to IT and IS
education.
corporations (MNCs) that have one or more
foreign affiliates or production facilities
which are involved in international
management in Europe. The scope of
Management Information Systems (MIS) in
MNCs will provide the global link with
subsidiaries, suppliers, customers and
competitors.
Many U.S. firms evolved into MN Cs over
time. This may have begun with orders from
abroad. As these orders increased, marketing departments established sales offices

abroad. As this market grew, firms may have
begun overseas production or services. As
business continued to increase, partial or
autonomous subsidiaries were established.
Finally, in order to take full advantage of
their position, firms try to coordinate all
their operations through a global IS.
Telecommunication networks are set up
which connect a MNC's sites both nationally
and internationally. These networks act as
data highways linking the firm to both their
suppliers and customers wherever they are
located. The IS manager must be aware of
these linkages and the many factors that
affect the transfer of data.
In the 1970s many U.S. MNCs allowed a
great deal of autonomy to their foreign subsidiaries. Some subsidiaries evolved independently to serve local needs, and this frequently resulted in the use of local hardware
and software. These local IS bore little
resemblance to one another or to the IS
back in the U.S. In some cases the only
information shared was high-level financial
information. In the 1980s some U.S. NMCs
began to seek greater efficiency in their
global IS. The firm began to impose
corporate-wide IT on all its subsidiaries.
For some companies this headquartersdriven solution brought about some
reduction to IT budgets yet it did not
overcome all the difficulties and gave little
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